Action of amino acids and convulsants on cerebellar spontaneous action potentials in vitro: effects of deprivation of C1-, K+ of Na+.
(1) The inhibition of spontaneous action potentials in guinea pig cerebellar cortex slices by GABA, glycine, taurine and beta-alanine is maintained when C1- in the superfusion medium is almost completely replaced by NO3- or I-('permeant' anion), but the inhibition decreases in magnitude with repeated application of the amino acid. Replacement of C1- by sulfate or isethionate ('impermeant' anion) causes a conversion of inhibition by these amino acids to excitation. The initial excitation which is sometimes seen with these inhibitory amino acids in high C1- media is abolished when C1- is replaced by either permeant or impermeant anions. (2) Reduction of K+ in the medium causes an increase of inhibition by the inhibitory amino acids in the presence of high C1- and reduction of excitation when C1- is replaced by impermeant anion. (3) Excitation by GABA in impermeant anion (low C1-) media is unaffected by reduction of Na+ in the media by 50% but excitations by glycine, taurine, beta-alanine and L-glutamate are greatly reduced. (4). Excitation by GABA in impermeant anion (low C1-) media is abolished by picrotoxin and bicuculline which both suppress inhibition by GABA in a high C1- medium. Strychnine suppresses the effects of glycine, taurine and beta-alanine in either a low or high C1- medium. Bicuculline blocks the inhibitory effect of these three amino acids in a high C1- medium but does not affect their excitatory effects in a low C1- medium. (5) These results are consistent with the hypothesis that the inhibitory amino acids, GABA, glycine, taurine and beta-alanine, cause inhibition via increase of C1- (and perhaps K+) permeability and that glycine, taurine and beta-alanine also interact with strychnine-sensitive receptors mediating (perhaps indirectly) increased permeability to Na+ and, therefore, excitation in low C1- media.